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was not a fundamental necessity, but a change of government
which might have for result his departure from the Foreign Office
he could not contemplate with equanimity. He had already taken
preliminary steps to open negotiations with the Allies, already
had had evidence of a reluctance to co-operate with him, and
he dreaded the effect of so dramatic a change of personnel as his
departure would be. Once again the paramountcy of foreign affairs
made the maintenance of "unreality" a matter of practical politics.
The end to the situation now created was obviously a change
of government. That was natural and not necessarily detrimental
to the national interests. But it was so clear that it would be a
change which reflected no change in public opinion that it met
with opposition from a quarter from which many politicians did
not expect it.
There is in every country what may be called without offence
a political class, that is to say, men who by training, birth, and
experience have a peculiar but genuine intellectual, and often
personal, interest in problems of government. As might be expected,
that class in Germany was not exactly the class that was likely
to be filled with pure democratic enthusiasm; it was as a class,
if not hostile to, at least suspicious of, parliamentary democracy
in general, and in particular of the inexperienced democratic
politicians in Germany. With the restoration of normal political
conditions that class had become intellectually very active—we
shall have several occasions later to trace the influence on events
of this or that group—and inevitably very critical of the floun-
derings of the politicians. It seemed to it that the necessary
counterpoise to the instability of the parliamentary system was
the stability of the Presidential office—in other words, more
power to the President. This was particularly true of the en-
tourage of the President himself, notably of his able adviser,
State-Secretary Meissner, a constitutional lawyer of great ability,
of Socialist sympathies originally, but a strict "non-party mana"
though still reckoned a democrat, who had been a tower of strength
to Ebert and was very much in the confidence of Hindenburg.
The aged marshal who was no politician, or rather was capable
of reducing every political issue to a simple formula of duty, had

